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SUPPORT US

From 2004 until today the activity of Addiopizzo is constantly growing. 
Therefore, the community is now also to be found in Catania and Messina. 
This has been possible thanks to the help from all of those who have devoted 
their time as volunteers and thanks to the individual citizens who have 
contributed to our projects.

www.addiopizzo.org

I PAY THOSE WHO DON’T PAY

— GOODBYE PROTECTION MONEY —

Donations via Bank transfer
Account holder name: Comitato 
Addiopizzo
Bank name: Banca Etica di Palermo
IBAN:  IT10J0501804600000011219532
BIC/SWIFT code: CCRTIT2T84A

As reason for the payment, please write 
the following: 
‘Contributo a sostegno della campagna 
Contro il pizzo cambia i consumi’

www.addiopizzo.org/index.php/sostienici/donazioni/
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IL MOVIMENTO
Addiopizzo is an Anti-Mafia grassroots movement of businesses and 
consumers who refuse to pay the protection money, “pizzo”, to the 
Sicilian Mafia, Cosa Nostra. Addiopizzo was founded in 2004 in Palermo 
by a group of young people under one slogan: Un intero popolo che 
paga il pizzo è un popolo senza dignità (An entire population who pays 
pizzo is a population without dignity). 
It is a voluntary association founded by citizens who believe in active 
participation and shared responsibility for building a community that is 
fairer and more sustainable for all citizens. Addiopizzo is a non-partisan 
but political association, because it encourages society to make a firm 
commitment to change through a collective cultural revolution against 
the Mafia and fight for social justice. 

CRITICAL CONSUMER AND THE MANIFEST
Addiopizzo has launched and promotes the critical consumer 
campaign “Pago chi non Paga” (I Pay Those Who Don’t Pay), 
which is a collective practice that encourages consumers to make 
their purchases at enterprises and businesses that do not bend 
to the mafia conditioning. By purchasing and consuming from 
these enterprises and businesses that oppose the pizzo system, 
the consumer ensures that their money does not finance Cosa 
Nostra indirectly, and most of all, the consumer is helping to 
create a free, healthy, honest, responsible and legal market for 
the sale of goods. If you like to join, you may sign the citizen-
consumer manifest for legality and development il manifesto del 
cittadino-consumatore per la legalità e lo sviluppo on the website 
www.addiopizzo.org and choose (from shopping to voting) in a 
conscious way.

ADDIOPIZZO IS A MOVEMENT THAT IS CONSTANTLY EVOLVING. ADDIOPIZZO IS ALWAYS 
OPEN TO ALL KINDS OF CONTRIBUTION AND IS CONSTANTLY EXPERIMENTING WITH NEW 
PRACTICES AND THE HORIZONS OF ACTION. THE ASSOCIATION ENHANCES AND PROMOTES 
THE CITIZENS ABILITY TO RECOGNIZE NECESSARY GOODS, TO EXERCISE AND DEFEND 
FUNDAMENTAL RIGHTS AND TO KNOW HOW TO DEFEND THEM AS AN INTEGRAL AND 
INDISPENSABLE PART OF THE COMMUNITY. ADDIOPIZZO’S ACTIONS HAVE PRODUCED AND 
CAN STILL PRODUCE EXTRAORDINARY CHANGES.

INITIATIVES AND EVENTS 
Throughout the year Addiopizzo 
promotes various initiatives including 
entertainment and awareness raising 
events in the area, involving the various 
protagonists of the movement’s mission 
(such as entrepreneurs, citizens, 
students, associations, parishes and 
institutions). Places and gatherings 
in which information, culture and 
comparison are promoted and where 
active citizenship is practiced.

THE ROAD TO EDUCATION AND PIAZZA MAGIONE AND 
URBAN REGENERATION FOR SOCIAL INCLUSION 
Over the years Addiopizzo has dedicated particular interest to 
Piazza Magione, a place of great symbolic value for the city of 
Palermo that is located in the Kalsa district. The first editions of 
the critical consumption fair were held at Piazza Magione and 
after a collective investment from a network of associations and 
schools (such as the school Ferrara which is located at Piazza 
Magione) committed to social inclusion and promotion of the 
area, a playground was created in collaboration with the local 
community. This intervention has led the Association to undertake 
a new path for those living in the Kalsa neighborhood where social 
degradation and poverty remain as one of the most serious issues 
in Palermo. The mission is to achieve an extensive intervention 
with the aim of preventing and reducing sociocultural issues and 
promote social inclusion and liberation from deviant phenomena. 
It is a strategy that involves a route to education at Piazza 
Magione, including sports and cultural activities and actions such 
as urban regeneration and recreational workshops at Piazza 
Magione and other places, in which girls and boys at all ages and 
families from the neighborhood are involved throughout the year. 

Addiopizzo Travel
Mafia-free tourism is a new frontier for the ethical tourist 
and supports those who object to supporting the Mafia 
dominion. Addiopizzo Travel is a cooperative that offers 
tourist packages and educational travel entirely relying on 
traders and entrepreneurs from the network of Addiopizzo. 
Consequently, the tourist who chooses to travel with 
Addiopizzo Travel has the guarantee that none of the 
proceeds of what they spends during their holiday will 
go to the Mafia, but instead they will be contributing to 
feed a system of virtuous economy. Tourists may admire 
the wonders and the cultural, artistic and environmental 
heritage of the island and enjoy a real and authentic Sicily 
through the stories of those people who choose to change it 
every day.

 AddiopizzoStore 
AddiopizzoStore was founded to increase the number 
of conscious consumers in support of the manufactures 
that are part of the network “consumo critico pizzo-
free” (pizzo-free critical consumption). The platform 
addiopizzostore.com is designed to be a point of reference 
for those who want to buy ethical purchases and is for 
anyone who wishes to collaborate in expanding the 
growth opportunities of these manufactures. Today 
AddiopizzoStore has also created a corner with a range of 
these products in a supermarket in Palermo that belongs 
to Addiopizzo. These manufacturers pursue an economic 
policy which is centered on respect for work, ecology, 
social inclusion, quality and biodiversity. They promote a 
virtuous circuit that increases the economic prosperity and 
the social and cultural territory of Sicily. There are social 
cooperatives and manufactures of agriculture, textiles 
and crafts and in the field of art and culture there are 
independent publishers and record labels. By purchasing 
these products, the consumer is supporting a production 
process that is free from mafia conditioning. 

SOCIAL ENTERPRISES
Over recent years, the Committee has promoted responsible tourism, enhancement of 
the territory, protection of the landscape and sustainable production through the brand 
AddiopizzoStore and through Addiopizzo Travel, to affirm a virtuous development of a society 
that with determination believe in a cultural, economic and social growth of Sicily. 

ASSISTANCE TO VICTIMS  
OF EXTORTION AND USURY
Since 2006 Addiopizzo has assisted 
hundreds of entrepreneurs and traders 
in the arduous path of collaboration and 
denunciation. So far, the Association 
has constituted a civil part in more than 
100 trials where they have assisted 
entrepreneurs and civilians who were 
victims of the racketeering. Addiopizzo 
has offered human assistance and 
psychological, legal and social support to 
more than 260 victims of extortion crimes. 
In 2004, when Addiopizzo was founded, 
denunciations were very rare, but as 
years went on, thanks to the incessant 
and repressive action of magistrates 
and law enforcement against the mafia, 
hundreds of entrepreneurs from different 
categories of goods and production 
have found the strength and courage to 
oppose Cosa Nostra with help from the 
Association.

SCHOOLS
Addiopizzo considers education and 
intervention in schools to be an essential 
action. Therefore, volunteers of the 
Association during these years have met 
thousands of students from all levels 
with the awareness that the educational 
institution is the most important common 
good. The educational institution has the 
privilege to create a culture of democracy 
and legality based on participation and 
individual and collective responsibility.
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